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This model stands out for the way it cleverly combines different materials to create a sophisticated and complete system that is capable of
furnishing the entire bedroom. The bedhead – flush with the bed frame or in a wide version – is in ash stained light walnut or mocha with upper and
lower profiles in solid wood, and has leather or fabric cushions, whose height can be adjusted with a leather band, that provide comfortable support
for the back. The fabric cushions can also be fitted with theBreath® purifying insert, a patented technology that operates without energy sources
that captures and disintegrates pollutants. The size of the solid wood bed frame varies according to the mattress; it can be supported by two
simple feet or host two large drawers with upholstered leather fronts.
Acute features multiple customisation options (shelves, open compartment, electrical sockets, lighting) and can be combined with a bench or side
table.
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Designer

Rodolfo Dordoni

Born in 1954, member of the Milanese tradition that generated designers
such as Castiglioni, Zanuso, Magistretti and de Lucchi, graduated in
architecture at the Politecnico of Milan in 1979. Since then, he has designed
for most of the leading names in the furniture and lighting sectors. For some
of these, as head of design, he sets and co-ordinates the strategy of the
product. Since years, he worked as a designer and a consultant for high
level brands, for product design with Artemide and Moroso, and for shops,
showrooms and exhibitions with Panasonic and Dolce & Gabbana. He also
designs housing projects, villas, industrial buildings, restaurants and hotels
both in Italy and worldwide.
In 2005 he founded, with Alessandro Acerbi and Luca Zaniboni, the Dordoni
Architects Studio, which is dedicated specifically to architectural planning
and interior design.
 


